In The Business Of Making Internetwork Experts Since 2001

www.netmetric-solutions.com
**Did You Know?**

- Netmetric is one of the largest IT Infrastructure Education Provider in the region of leading provider of multi-vendor training programs.
- Has the Largest Pool of Certified Instructors.
- With 18+ years of training experience, widely recognized as the region’s trendsetter.
- Delivers via training centres, private facilities, and the Internet, enabling our customers to choose as per convenience.
- Success Stories include over 1000 happy corporate clientele worldwide.

**About Netmetric:**

Netmetric Solutions has grown to become India’s leader in providing networking/data communications training and solutions. We offer multiple options for our customers in order to make a choice as per their convenience such as classroom trainings, private facilities, and the live Online. As the fastest growing corporate training provider, Netmetric provides full training curriculum, from entry-level to specialized high-end courses of vendors like Cisco, Microsoft, Palo Alto, Checkpoint, F5, etc.

For businesses, we deliver training with the highest quality course materials, the latest products and technologies achieving the highest return on their training investment. Ever since 2001, the company’s roots expanded over continents and cultures. Over the past 18 years, our aggressive growth strategy has enabled us to provide clients with a breadth and depth of technical, domain, and unparalleled industrial skills in the IT education industry. Our goal is to be the learning and development provider of choice offering you cost-efficiency balanced with accountability and flexibility.

**Netmetric Advantage/Key Differentiator**

**Customized training solutions:**
We work hand-in-hand with you to develop a customized training solution that caters to the ambitions and career roadmap of your employees, in line with your corporate strategy.

**Expert instruction:**
We have highly qualified, vendor-certified instructors with technical expertise, linguistic proficiency and extensive hands-on experience. Our instructors are consistently rated above industry standards in student evaluations.

**State of the art facilities:**
To simulate a realistic environment and conditions for enhanced learning, our training centres are furnished with the latest state-of-the-art technology and equipment.

**Vendor specific or bespoke solutions:**
As a market leader and key player in high-end multi-vendor IT training solutions, we provide extensive training options tailored to your organization’s needs. From vendor-certified courses to customised technology training, including bespoke in-house developed courses, you can choose from the very latest learning and development courses.

**Tried & Trusted Learning Pedagogy:**
Classes delivered by industry expert, latest and most up to date course curriculum, continuous mentoring, hands-on labs and live projects, world class self-paced videos & course materials are some of the attributes of Netmetric’s proven learning pedagogy.
A Comprehensive Portfolio of Education Services

Our core training is focused on Cisco and followed with other vendors like Palo Alto, Checkpoint, Microsoft, F5 etc. Netmetric also has expertise in host of Cloud computing, DevOps, IT Service and Management courses which span foundational courses to specialized/advanced training and certifications.

Network Infrastructure & Converged Communication
- Cisco Routing & Switching
- Cisco Service Provider
- Cisco Collaboration/Voice
- Cisco Wireless
- Red Hat Linux
- Microsoft Windows Server

Data Center & Automation
- Cisco Nexus & Storage
- Cisco Unified Compute Systems (UCS)
- Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI)
- Software Defined Networks (SDN)
- Cisco Automation and Orchestration
  - Cloud Center
  - UCS Director
  - Intersight

Network & Cyber Security
- Cisco Security - ASA, FTD, IPS, ISE, WSA
- Check Point R77
- Bluecoat
- Palo Alto
- Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
- CISSP
- CISA
- CISM

Cloud Computing & DevOps
- AWS
  - Solution Architect
  - SysOps
  - Developer
- Microsoft Azure
  - Administrator
  - Solution Architect
  - Developer
- OpenStack Administrator
- Ansible
- Puppet
- Chef
- Docker

IT Service & Management
- ITIL
  - Foundation
  - Practitioner
  - Intermediate
- Prince2
  - Foundation
  - Practitioner
- Prince2 Agile
  - Foundation
  - Practitioner
Client Success

A Happy Customer would always remain the true benchmark for quality and we at Netmetric are proud to say that we have the fastest growing and most impressive client testimonial. Our trainers have always got > 4.5 score for all of the corporate trainings.

“Would like to thank Netmetric for conducting such an excellent CCIE DC Training. After completing Netmetric’s lab workshop, I feel confident to implement these technologies in production environment. A lot of appreciation and many thanks to Netmetric and Nitiz for his commitment and dedication.”
- Somesh Sule, Vodafone, Pune

“Please accept my compliments for the valuable role you played during recent R&S training in Muscat. Each day in the whole training week relates to an increasing level of effort being put in along with loads of wonderful memories to cherish in coming times. Our class had some senior level experienced executives and it was a gut feeling that they might not able to resist the temptation to dominate. But the leadership of trainer Athi, was thoroughly acknowledged across the board. And you could see from their faces that how well your presentation was received by these participants.”
- Bader Al Shabibi, Ooredoo, Muscat

“It was really an amazing week, full of learning and it has dwarfed all other trainings and their claims. Ali’s instructions with unbelievable energy, enthusiasm and delivery style was electric/Live wire. Looking forward to have a very positive and meaningful longstanding relationship with Netmetric Solutions. I strongly recommend your training to all other aspirants. Netmetric have conducted the training so smooth and free from any glitches.”
- Kandeepan Jothivel, ZeOmega, Bangalore

“Hands down to Netmetric, it provides in-depth and highest quality training for Security as well as DC to all the experienced and upcoming engineers who wants to become an expert in their respective domains. There is simply no comparison to the dedication and the commitment of the Instructor (Nitiz) as well as the lab staff (Naveen) for your success. Best investment of your career. The levels of expertise provided by Nitiz as well as Netmetric is second to none.”
- Varun Venkatesh, Cisco
“Thank you Netmetric for such a wonderful and fruitful program and I am very grateful to our trainer Ali for keeping me on track and mentoring me. The lab workshop was very helpful and reinforced the foundation knowledge on R&S technologies. I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to Netmetric and say “Thank you”
- Mohd. Afzal Siddiqui, First Gulf Company, Riyadh, SA

“With the help of Netmetric, I was able to achieve my CCIE certifications (DC & Sec). All the faculty members are very talented. Nitiz is a very hard working and dedicate trainer who gives his 110% in all his lectures. He ensures that you understand the concepts and technology properly before moving forward to the next topic. He is there whenever you need him to help with your difficulties. They have an excellent lab setup and they are very professional. If anyone wants to pursue a career in networking "NETMETRIC" is the place to join. They treat everyone like family.”
- Glendon Pinto, Alphaserve Technologies

“Hands down Netmetric provides you with the in depth and highest quality training for Security as well as Data Center for all the experienced as well upcoming engineers who wants to become an expert in their respective domains. There is simply no comparison in the dedication and commitment of the Instructor (Nitiz), as well as the lab staff (Naveen) for your success. Best investment of your career. The levels of expertise provided by Nitiz as well as Netmetric is second to none.”
- Karthik Manjunath, Accenture

“I have done CCIE Security class and had great experience in studying here. It’s best class in Bangalore which provides you superb lecturers, massive rack hours and awesome support. Just go for Netmetric if you are looking for networking class in any solution.”
- Karan Shah, Cisco

“I got the best training here for CCIE DC. They focus on each student and make sure that everyone has cleared their doubt. I would recommend this program to anyone who wants to have CCIE number. You will never get disappointed and get full support of instructor and management to get you to your goal. Thank you so much for your help and guidance.”
- Sneha Malviya, Ericsson
Netmetric Solutions has highly qualified, vendor-certified and extensive hands-on experience. These subject matter expert instructors deliver a wide array of courses along with real world experiences providing you with an environment to learn and develop. As experts in their respective fields, our instructors consult, keep you up to date with industry developments, and most importantly, they make the success of each student, a priority.

Here are few certifications our instructors hold
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert - CCIE (Data Center)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert – CCIE (R&S)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert – CCIE (Security)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert – CCIE (Voice)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert – CCIE (Service Provider)
Red Hat Certified Engineer - RHCE Red Hat Certified Architect - RHCA
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer – MCSE
Check Point Certified Security Expert
Palo Alto Certified Security Expert
FS Certified
CISSP, CISA, CISM, CEH
AWS Certified, MS Azure Certified